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A sequential steering scenario is investigated, where multiple Bobs aim at demonstrating steering
using successively the same half of an entangled quantum state. With isotropic entangled states of
local dimension d, the number of Bobs that can steer Alice is found to be NBob ∼ d/ log d, thus
leading to an arbitrary large number of successive instances of steering with independently chosen
and unbiased inputs. This scaling is achieved when considering a general class of measurements
along orthonormal bases, as well as complete sets of mutually unbiased bases. Moreover, we show
that similar results can be obtained in an anonymous sequential scenario, where none of the Bobs
know their position in the sequence. Finally, we briefly discuss the implication of our results for
sequential tests of Bell nonlocality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distant parties sharing an entangled quantum state
can establish strong correlations that admit no analog in
classical physics [1, 2]. Formally, quantum correlations
can be captured via different concepts, such as entangle-
ment, EPR steering and Bell nonlocality. All of these
are inequivalent concepts [3, 4], forming a hierarchy of
quantum correlations where entanglement is the weakest
form and Bell nonlocality the strongest; see, e.g., [5, 6]
for recent reviews.
The standard scenario for discussing these phenom-
ena involves two ingredients: (i) a source distributing an
entangled state to distant parties, and (ii) sets of local
measurements performed by the parties. In recent years
however, it was suggested to add another ingredient to
this picture, namely, quantum channels. This leads to
a scenario where several quantum measurements can be
performed sequentially on the same quantum subsystem.
This idea was first proposed in order to reveal the “hid-
den nonlocality” of certain entangled states admitting a
local model [7–9]. This amounts to each party first apply-
ing a local filter (i.e., a quantum channel) on their subsys-
tem, and then performing a standard Bell test. However,
there exist certain entangled states which feature no hid-
den nonlocality [10], which motivates the study of more
sophisticated sequential Bell tests [11].
More recently, Ref. [12] developed a different use of
channels in the context of Bell tests. Instead of having
each party performing a sequence of possibly correlated
measurements (e.g. using feed-forward), there is now a
sequence of parties, each of which performs a measure-
ment on the same half of an entangled state successively
and independently. Hence each party receives a quantum
system and performs a non-destructive measurement on
it (represented by a quantum channel), and passes the
system over to the next party in the sequence. Impor-
tantly, it is now the full description of the measurement
∗ These authors contributed equally to this work.
that matters, i.e., not only the positive operator-valued
measure (POVM) elements, but also the Kraus operators
which also characterize the post-measurement state.
Specifically, Ref. [12] showed that the Bell nonlocality
of a two-qubit maximally entangled pair could be shared
by Alice (on one side), and two Bobs (on the other side).
Moreover, they showed that an arbitrary long sequence of
Bobs can establish nonlocal correlations with Alice, given
that their measurement inputs are judiciously biased.
This motivated further work exploring the potential of
these ideas for randomness generation [13] and their clas-
sical communication cost [14], and led to experimental
demonstrations [15, 16]. More recently, these ideas were
extended to other types of quantum correlations [17–19].
Specifically, Ref. [19] showed that three Bobs, each per-
forming three different measurements, could steer Alice
using a two-qubit maximally entangled pair.
In the present work, we consider the general scenario
of sequential steering, featuring an arbitrary number of
Bobs steering the state of Alice. We show that for sym-
metric entangled states of arbitrary dimension d×d, and
measurements of Lüders form, the problem can essen-
tially be completely solved. Considering first a situation
where the ith Bob can choose an unsharpness parameter
ηi and perform any measurement in Pηi (see Eq. (1)), we
show that the number of Bobs that can steer Alice grows
as NBob ∼ d/ log d. Hence an unbounded number of Bobs
can steer Alice, using independently chosen and unbiased
measurement settings. Then we show that the same re-
sult can be obtained under the restriction that each Bob
performs only a finite set of measurements, specifically,
w.r.t. complete sets of mutually unbiased bases. We also
show that these results can be extended to the scenario
in which the Bobs do not know their position in the se-
quence. Next, we briefly discuss the implications of our
results for sequential tests of Bell nonlocality. In partic-
ular, we find that for symmetric entangled states of two
qubits, at most two Bobs can violate a Bell inequality,
considering an arbitrary number of independently cho-
sen measurement settings. Finally, we conclude with a
list of open questions.
In this paper, we use Pη to denote the set of measure-
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2ments obtained by mixing projective measurements with
white noise, namely,
Pη =
{(
η|φi〉〈φi|+ (1− η)1
d
)
i=1...d
∣∣∣∣|〈φi|φj〉|2 = δji} .
(1)
For η = 1, P1 contains all projective measurements
whereas, for η = 0, P0 is reduced to white noise only.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Steering
We start by recalling the usual (i.e., non-sequential)
steering scenario. Alice and Bob share an entangled state
quantum state ρ. Let Alice be allowed to fully charac-
terize her part of the shared state, while Bob performs
measurements represented by POVMs Bb|y with inputs y
and corresponding outcomes b. Once Bob has performed
his measurement, Alice is left with an sub-normalized
assemblage of states
σb|y = trB(1⊗Bb|y)ρ . (2)
such that the no-signalling condition is satisfied, i.e.,∑
b σb|y = ρA = trB(ρ) for all y. If the assemblage can be
explained by a local hidden state (LHS) model, namely,
σb|y =
∫
pi(λ)pB(b|y, λ)σλdλ, (3)
for any variable λ, distributed with density pi(λ), and for
any local response distribution pB(b|y, λ), then the state
is said to be unsteerable from Bob to Alice with respect
to the chosen set of measurements Bb|y. On the contrary,
when such model can be proven not to exist, we say that
steering from Bob to Alice is demonstrated, as Bob can
remotely steer Alice’s state in a way that admits no local
explanation.
B. Symmetric states
In our work, we will focus on two classes of bipartite
entangled state featuring a strong degree of symmetry,
namely, Werner and isotropic states. Werner states sat-
isfy, for all unitary U , the invariance property [20]
ρW = U ⊗ UρWU† ⊗ U† . (4)
and can be specified, once the local dimension is fixed to
d, with a single parameter 0 6 p 6 1, namely,
ρW (p) =
1
d(d− 1)
(
d− 1 + p
d
1− pV
)
, (5)
where V =
∑
i,j |ij〉〈ji| is the swap operator.
Similarly, isotropic states verify
ρiso = U
∗ ⊗ Uρiso(U∗)† ⊗ U† (6)
A B1 B2
y1 y2
b1 b2
. . .ρ1 ρ2 ρ3
FIG. 1. Sequential steering scenario: multiple Bobs aim at
steering Alice. Note that each state ρi is a shared state be-
tween Alice and the i-th Bob Bi.
and can be parametrized by 0 6 p 6 1 through
ρiso(p) = p|φ+〉〈φ+|+ (1− p) 1
d2
, (7)
where |φ+〉 = 1√
d
∑d−1
i=0 |i〉⊗ |i〉 is a maximally entangled
state of dimension d× d.
Both Werner and isotropic states are known to be sep-
arable if and only if p 6 1/(d+1). Following Ref. [3], we
also know the exact characterization of the steerability of
these classes of states when using all projective measure-
ments. Specifically, we are interested in the threshold
psteer above which Bob can exhibit steering by means of
all (noiseless) projective measurement and below which
a LHS model exists. We have that
pWsteer(d) =
d− 1
d
and pisosteer(d) =
∑d
i=2
1
i
d− 1 . (8)
III. STEERING WITH MULTIPLE BOBS
We consider a sequential steering scenario, which fea-
tures an arbitrary number of Bobs, each of them trying
to steer the state of Alice (see Fig. 1). That is, each
Bob Bi aims at generating an assemblage for Alice that
demonstrates steering.
Formally, Bi shares a state ρi (acting on a Hilbert
space of dimension d× d) with Alice. Upon receiving an
input yi, Bi applies a quantum measurement on his sub-
system. This produces (i) a measurement output bi, and
(ii) an output (or postmeasurement) state ρi+1 that will
be shared between Alice and the next Bob Bi+1. Impor-
tantly, we assume that all inputs yi are chosen uniformly
at random, and are uncorrelated to each other.
The channels describing the quantum operation imple-
mented by each Bob are represented by a set of Kraus
operators {K(i)bi|yi}bi , for each input yi. The POVM de-
scribing Bi’s measurement is B
(i)
bi|yi = K
(i)†
bi|yiK
(i)
bi|yi , while
the output (or postmeasurement) state is given by
ρi+1 =
∑
yi,bi
(1⊗K(i)bi|yi)ρi(1⊗K
(i)†
bi|yi) . (9)
We will focus on d-output measurements in Pη. These
can also be viewed as noisy implementations of projec-
tive measurements. The reason for using this kind of
3measurement is quite intuitive. If we use projective mea-
surements, only the first Bob can exhibit steering since
the disturbance he would introduce would prevent all the
following Bobs from doing so. Unsharpening the mea-
surements with a parameter η gives the ability to tune
the trade-off between disturbance and information gain.
When the ith Bob chooses an unsharpness parame-
ter ηi, he can perform any measurement in Pηi , namely,
B
(i)
bi|yi = ηi|φ
(i)
bi|yi〉〈φ
(i)
bi|yi |+ (1− ηi)1/d. A natural choice
for the Kraus operators, usually named after Lüders [21],
is K(i)bi|yi =
√
B
(i)
bi|yi . Here we get K
(i)
bi|yi of the form(√
1 + (d− 1)ηi
d
−
√
1− ηi
d
)
|φ(i)bi|yi〉〈φ
(i)
bi|yi |+
√
1− ηi
d
1.
(10)
In the qubit case, the measurements we are interested in
are of the form
B±|yˆ = η|±yˆ〉〈±yˆ|+ (1− η)1
2
=
1± ηyˆ · ~σ
2
, (11)
where yˆ is the direction of the measurement in the Bloch
sphere. Then Eq. (10) reduces to
K±|yˆ =
1√
2
(
√
1 + η|+yˆ〉〈+yˆ|+
√
1− η|−yˆ〉〈−yˆ|). (12)
As we are dealing with measurements based on or-
thonormal bases, it is convenient to introduce the uni-
tary matrices U (i)bi|yi defined by U
(i)
yi |bi〉 = |φ(i)bi|yi〉, where
{|bi〉}bi is the computational basis. Then it is straightfor-
ward to see thatK(i)bi|yi = U
(i)
yi K
(i)
bi
U
(i)†
yi , withK
(i)
bi
defined
as in Eq. (10) but with |bi〉〈bi| instead of |φ(i)bi|yi〉〈φ
(i)
bi|yi |.
Let us comment on the use of Lüders measurement.
Clearly, the sequential steering scenario requires mea-
surement channels that minimize disturbance (of the
post-measurement state) given a certain information
gain, or vice versa. Intuitively, Lüders measurements
are a good choice. More formally, this can be verified
for the qubit case, using the figures of merit introduced
by in Ref. [12], where disturbance is quantified via the
fidelity F of the post-measurement state with respect to
the input state, while information gain is characterized
by the strength of the POVM G. For Lüders measure-
ments, it was shown in Ref. [22] that F =
√
1− η2 and
G = η, thus clearly saturating the inequality F 2+G2 6 1
derived in [12]. This provides good evidence that these
measurements are optimal in the present context.
A. All measurements
Let us consider the case where each Bob is given
the choice to perform any measurement of the form of
Eq. (10) and chooses uniformly among them. As we as-
sume that all Bobs are independent, Bi+1 does not know
the input and output of Bi, so that the state he receives is
obtained by averaging over all possible channels, namely,
ρi+1 =
∫
dU
∑
bi
(1⊗ UK(i)bi U†)ρi(1⊗ U†K
(i)†
bi
U), (13)
where dU is the uniform (Haar) measure on d × d uni-
taries. From this we can immediately see that if ρi is
invariant over conjugation by either U ⊗ U or U∗ ⊗ U ,
then so is ρi+1. Therefore, if the initial state is either
a Werner state or an isotropic state, then the whole se-
quence of states ρi will inherit from this symmetry and
thus stay in the same class. Moreover, following Ref. [23],
we can use the invariance of the integral (13) to express
the parameter pi+1 as a function of pi and ηi
pi+1 =
∑
bi
(
trK
(i)
bi
)2
− 1d tr
(
K
(i)
bi
)2
d2 − 1 (14)
=
ηi + (1− ηi)(d− 1) + 2
√
1− ηi
√
1 + (d− 1)ηi
d+ 1
pi.
(15)
Interestingly, since this expression only relies on symme-
tries of the integral in Eq. (13), it holds for both Werner
and isotropic states.
Now we are able to find out how many Bobs can
demonstrate steering. Because of the structure of both
Werner and isotropic states, one can transfer the un-
sharpness of the measurement into the state, namely,
trB(1⊗Bηb )ρiso(p) = trB(1⊗Bb)ρiso(ηp), (16)
and similarly for Werner states. Therefore, by using the
results of Ref. [3] recalled in Eq. (8), Bi can exhibit steer-
ing if and only if
ηipi > psteer. (17)
It is insightful to explore graphically the behavior of
the sequence {pi}i that saturates the steering criterion
(17) for every Bob. It is fully characterized by the initial
value p1 = 1 and the recursive equation (15) into which
we plug ηi = psteer/pi. In the following we will refer to
the latter as the saturating function. In Fig. 2, we plot
it for d = 2.
Then the construction of the sequence has a clear ge-
ometrical meaning. Moreover, the maximal number of
Bobs that can exhibit steering is reached whenever the
sequence goes below psteer. In dimension two, Werner
and isotropic states coincide and enable up to five con-
secutive Bobs to demonstrate steering of Alice. Note
that it was conjectured in Ref. [19] that N Bobs can
exhibit steering with respect to Alice when steering is
probed through an N -settings steering inequality, in the
case d = 2. From our results, which are admittedly re-
stricted to the maximally entangled state together with
specific measurements, it seems that this conjecture is
not true.
40.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
pi
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
pi +1
FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the number of Bobs that
are able to exhibit steering in the limit case in which each of
them just saturates the steering criterion, here for the case of
qubits d = 2. In the shaded area, the noise is too strong for
steering to be demonstrated. As the dashed line can only do
five steps before falling in this area, we see that (at most) five
Bobs can exhibit steering.
In higher dimensions, for Werner states, as pWsteer in-
creases with d, fewer and fewer Bobs can exhibit steer-
ing, so that two Bobs can do so for d = 3, and, from
d = 4, only one Bob can do so. With isotropic states, the
behavior is different as pisosteer(d) decreases with d, and
tends to 0 for large d. For increasing d, the saturating
function therefore gets closer to maintaining the parame-
ter pi+1 = pi for the next Bob, so that the corresponding
sequence {pi}i decreases slower. We illustrate this effect
in Fig. 3. Therefore, the number of Bobs, NBob, that can
exhibit steering increases with the dimension d. More
precisely, by lower and upper bounding the saturating
function by suitable linear functions, we can show, by
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
pi
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FIG. 3. Similar curves as in Fig. 2, here for isotropic states
in dimensions 2, 4, and 16 (from bottom to top). The noise
thresholds pisosteer(d) are approximately 0.50, 0.36, and 0.16
(respectively), and 5, 6, and 13 Bobs can demonstrate steering
(respectively). These numbers of Bobs correspond to the last
i such that pi > pisosteer(d).
means of a symbolic computation software, that
NBob ∼ d
log d
, (18)
where log is the natural logarithm. This equivalent is a
lower bound for the actual value of NBob. For d 6 150,
it underestimates NBob by roughly a factor of 2.
Importantly, note that in this construction each Bob
must know his respective position in the sequence, as each
one performs a measurement with a well chosen strength
ηi = psteer/pi. Nevertheless, we will see in Sec. IV that
this condition can be dispensed with, while keeping the
scaling of Eq. (18).
Also, note that the above construction is optimal
for symmetric states, when considering Lüders measure-
ments of the form of Eq. (10). Indeed, as the states are
symmetric there can be no preferred measurement direc-
tion, and hence the best possibility consists in considering
all possible measurements directions on an equal footing.
B. Finite sets of measurements
While the case of all possible measurements is inter-
esting conceptually, it is also relevant to ask (e.g., from
a practical point of view) whether similar results can be
obtained when each Bob performs only a finite set of
measurements. A natural idea here is to use 2-designs in
order to replace the integral (13) by a sum [24], hence
mapping the previous case to that of a finite set of mea-
surements. Intuitively, 2-designs are simply finite sets
over which the average reproduces the average over the
total (infinite) set.
We consider first the case of a unitary 2-design U [25].
If Bi performs measurements in the bases corresponding
to the elements of U , then
ρi+1 =
∑
U∈U
∑
bi
(1⊗ UK(i)bi U†)ρi(1⊗ UK
(i)
bi
U†) (19)
=
∫
dU
∑
bi
(1⊗ UK(i)bi U†)ρi(1⊗ U†K
(i)†
bi
U), (20)
which has the same invariance property as Eq. (13).
Thus, if all Bobs use the elements of U as their measure-
ments bases, the evolution of both Werner and isotropic
states would be exactly the same as in the previous case.
Despite the simplicity of the argument, applying it to
our problem is not straightforward. First, only few ex-
act constructions of unitary-designs are known. To the
best of our knowledge, it is only known when d = 2n, in
which case the Clifford group is a unitary 2-design [26].
More importantly, even with this example, the steering
properties have not been characterized, that is, we do not
know the threshold values of psteer for symmetric states
and these measurements.
To overcome this last problem, we turn to a different
kind of 2-designs, namely, complex projective 2-designs.
5The difference with above only concerns the set in which
objects are embedded. Instead of unitaries we now have
complex vectors.
Complete sets of mutually unbiased bases (CSMUB)
are sets of d+ 1 bases in dimension d such that any pair
{|ϕj〉}j , {|ψk〉}k satisfies |〈ϕj |ψk〉| = 1/
√
d for all j and
k. They have numerous applications and have therefore
been widely studied. In particular, CSMUB are complex
projective 2-designs [27], so that, if Bi performs measure-
ments in these bases, then
ρi+1 =
1
d+ 1
∑
yi
∑
bi
(1⊗K(i)bi|yi)ρi(1⊗K
(i)†
bi|yi) (21)
= d
∫
dφ[1⊗K(i)(φ)]ρi[1⊗K(i)†(φ)] (22)
= d
∫
dU(1⊗ UK(i)1 U†)ρi(1⊗ U†K(i)†1 U) (23)
=
∫
dU
∑
bi
(1⊗ UK(i)bi U†)ρi(1⊗ U†K
(i)†
bi
U), (24)
which has again the desired invariance property. The last
equality is obtained by replacing the factor d by the sum
over bi, then remarking that in the integral the index
bi can be used to address any other column of U (since
they play similar roles), and eventually to permute the
sum and the integral to recover exactly Eq. (13).
Interestingly, the steering properties of CSMUB have
already been characterized [28]. From this work, and us-
ing the general connection between steering and measure-
ment incompatibility [29–31], it follows that, for isotropic
states measured with (noiseless) CSMUB, we have
pisosteer(d) 6
√
d
d+1 + 1√
d+ 1
. (25)
Thus we can follow the same construction as in the previ-
ous section to show that an unbounded number of Bobs
can exhibit steering, namely,
NMUBBob ∼
d
log d
. (26)
Note that the above analysis cannot be directly applied
to Werner states. As these are never pure states (even
for p = 1) in dimension d > 3, their steering properties
can no longer be related to the incompatibility of MUB.
IV. ANONYMOUS SEQUENTIAL STEERING
The results given in the previous sections were ob-
tained using the fact that each Bob knows his position in
the sequence. It is therefore natural to ask whether simi-
lar results could also be obtained when none of the Bobs
are aware of their position. That is, each Bob must now
act independently of all other Bobs. Here we show that
in this anonymous scenario, the number of Bobs that can
demonstrate steering remains unbounded.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
η - psteer
1- psteer
2
3
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fano
FIG. 4. Behaviour of the function fano for d = 2 . . . 16. The
horizontal axis has been rescaled to allow for a meaningful
comparison of the curves.
As each Bob does not know how many other Bobs have
previously tried to steer Alice (and how many could still
follow after him), the only option is that all Bobs perform
measurements of the same strength, i.e., set the noise
parameters to a constant, i.e., ηi = η for all i. Then from
Eq. (15) we get
pi =
(
η + (1− η)(d− 1) + 2√1− η√1 + (d− 1)η
d+ 1
)i−1
.
(27)
We call r(η, d) the ratio of this geometric sequence. From
Eq. (17), and considering the case of an isotropic state,
we get a condition for Bi to be able to steer Alice, namely,
i < fano(η, d) = 1 +
log (pisosteer(d)/η)
log r(η, d)
. (28)
Clearly, the function fano, plotted in Fig. 4 for
d = 2 . . . 16, quantifies the number of Bobs that can ex-
hibit steering, considering here all measurements.
The behavior of this function can be understood in in-
tuitive terms. When η is just above pisosteer(d), only the
first Bob can exhibit steering. In order to get more Bobs
to steer, one needs to increase η to compensate for the de-
crease of the visibility of the state through the sequence.
However, at some point, when η is too large, the dis-
turbance introduced by each Bob becomes so large that
it prevents the following Bobs from steering. Therefore
there is an optimal value of η at which fano is maximal,
and thus NBob as well.
For example, taking η = 2pisosteer(d)[1 − 1/(4 log d)], we
get the lower bound
NBob > ud ∼ log 2
2
· d
log d
. (29)
Hence we see that it is again possible for an unbounded
number of Bobs to steer Alice. Note that, with Werner
states, already in dimension three, no more than one Bob
can steer Alice in this anonymous scenario.
6With CSMUB, the same analysis applies, leading to
NMUBBob > vd ∼
log 2
2
√
d. (30)
One might be surprised by the difference of scaling be-
tween Eqs (29) and (30). Let us comment on that point.
Previously, in the non-anonymous case, the same scal-
ing was obtained for all measurements and CSMUB (see
Eqs (18) and (26)), as the proofs relied only on the fact
that pisosteer tends to 0 when d goes to infinity. In the
scenario we are now considering, as fewer assumptions
are needed, the scaling depends on the precise behav-
ior of pisosteer(d). For the case of all measurements we have
pisosteer(d) ∼ log d/d whereas pisosteer(d) . 1/
√
d for CSMUB.
V. IMPLICATIONS FOR NONLOCALITY
In this section, we briefly discuss the consequences of
our results for Bell nonlocality. As there cannot be Bell
nonlocality without steering, we have immediately an up-
per bound on the number of Bobs NNLBob that can violate a
Bell inequality with Alice. This upper bound is restricted
to our framework, namely, symmetric states (Werner and
isotropic, see Sec. II B) together with Lüders measure-
ments (see Eq. (10)) of measurements in Pη (see Eq. (1)).
For isotropic states, the upper bounds are Eqs (18)
and (26) in the standard scenario and Eqs (29) and (30)
in the anonymous scenario, with infinite and finite sets
of measurements respectively. In dimension two, we can
provide stronger results, as bounds for the Bell nonlocal-
ity of the isotropic state are known, namely, it is local
for p . 0.6829 [32], and nonlocal for p & 0.7012 [33].
Using our construction, we find that at most two con-
secutive Bobs can exhibit Bell inequality violation with
Alice. This is possible when using the simple CHSH Bell
inequality [12], with only two measurement settings per
party. Hence it seems that even adding more measure-
ments for Alice and the Bobs, even considering infinite
sets of measurements, does not help.
For Werner states, with infinitely many measurements
and each Bob knowing his position in the sequence, we
get the upper bounds NNLBob 6 5, NNLBob 6 2, and NNLBob = 1
for d = 2, d = 3, and d > 4 respectively. Note that for
d > 3 it is not known whether the Werner state can vio-
late a Bell inequality, even for p = 1. In the anonymous
scenario, no more than one Bob can demonstrate nonlo-
cality in any dimension. For finite sets of measurements,
our approach does not give any bound for Werner states.
VI. CONCLUSION
We discussed a scenario of sequential steering, where
multiple Bobs aim at steering Alice. For symmetric en-
tangled states (of dimension d× d) and Lüders measure-
ments, the problem can be solved in general. We showed
that the number of Bobs that can steer Alice grows as
NBob ∼ d/ log d, considering both the cases of essen-
tially all possible measurements as well as complete sets
of MUB. This shows that an unbounded number of Bobs
can demonstrate steering, while using independently cho-
sen and unbiased inputs. Moreover, we showed that these
conclusions also hold in a scenario where each Bob does
not know his position in the sequence. Finally, we dis-
cussed the implication of our results for sequential tests
of Bell nonlocality.
It would be interesting to further investigate the se-
quential steering scenario. In particular, a natural ques-
tion is whether the scaling we found for NBob is optimal
or if it can be improved. For symmetric states, we con-
jecture that our construction is essentially optimal. One
could consider measurements that are not of the Lüders
form, and more general POVMs. Nevertheless, we be-
lieve that none of these would help. Alternatively, one
could consider other entangled states. However, solving
the problem in this case is likely to be more challenging,
due to the reduced symmetry.
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